Introduction
The Optimality Theory (Wunderlich, 2006: 408) .
In recent years we can see OT approach being generalized in morphological studies (Bauer 2003: 227) an affix is not a lexical entry by itself, but is introduced by a grammatical function, which is a constraint here, and it is realizational in that affixation is licensed by abstract morphosyntactic feature values (Xu, 2007: 3). This model traces back to Russell 1995 who believes that OT would be theoretically simpler and more adequate if we treat morphemes as constraint (Russell, 1985:2) .
Therefore, the phonological realization of morphemes, the morphs, can be introduced through language-specific morphemic constraints (Bonet, 2004: 74) .In Realization OT the phonological information of inflectional elements is realized through realization constraints (RCs) which associate morphosyntactic feature values with phonological forms (Aronoff & Xu, 2010: 382).
This article is devoted to investigation of some inflectional properties of Modern Persian in Realization OT framework.
Meanwhile, after a short introduction to OT and Realization OT, morphosyntactic properties of plurality, definiteness, and possession for nouns, and tense, aspect, and agreement for verbs in Persian will be explained.
A Short Review of OT and Realization

OT
OT is based on the assumption that the structure of the grammar is determined by a set of ranked violable universal constraints rather than ordered rules. Here instead of levels of derivation, we see the correspondence between inputs and outputs.
There is a tension between two types of 
Plurality in Persian Nouns
In Modern Persian, nouns are inflected for plurality usually by the means of inflectional suffixes -ha and -an. 1 .
The suffix -a is the allomorph of -ha which is formed by deletion of "h" and is used in informal speech with the nouns ending in consonants; but if the nouns end in vowels "h" can't be omitted (e.g. mu.ha (hair)). In this case the constraints will have a different ranking to be able to select the optimal candidate appropriately: There is a less common third type of plural suffix in Persian borrowed from Arabic whose context is limited to some Arabic nouns, but is also used with a few
Persian nouns (such as sefareš (order), pišnᴂhad (suggestion), baG (garden), and deh (village) as well:
9. sefareš → sefareš-ha/ sefareš-ha 10. pišnᴂhad → pišnᴂhad-ha/pišnᴂhad-at
As it is seen, in "deh-at-ha" both -at and -ha are added to the singular noun "deh". There is another point with regard to the suffix -at: in some words ending in vowel /e/ such as "kore" (planet), "sᴂjjare" (planet), and "nᴂzᴂrije" (theory), the final vowel of the stem will be omitted before the suffixation of -at, hence leading to the following plural forms:
14. Persian, but as we saw in 17 it has a higher ranking than MAX IO. In fact they are the morphophonological data of the language which determine different rankings of the constraints. But in order for the *vv constraint not to 2. It can be added to the nouns to form adjectives as as well, but it is irrelevant to the present discussion. 3.There is a diachronic reason for the occurrence of /g/ here which we don't get into its discussion. (Wurzel 1989) according to which the ideal unmarked situation is the one in which one meaning corresponds to one form, it is not optimal to have empty morph or zero allomorph in outputs. Therefore a form like "film" cannot be the optimal candidate because there is no overt marker for realizing definiteness in it, but it is used as a grammatical optimal form in Persian which
Possessive Clitics in
1. "def" stands for definite.
carries the morphosyntactic feature of definiteness. This is a point which is remained unexplained in Realization OT.
Another point about the definite markers in informal (spoken) Persian is that definite
suffix -e can just be added to the singular nouns, whereas definite clitic -eš can be added to the plural nouns as well; thus if a plural noun is going to be marked for the morphosyntactic feature of definiteness, the only overt marker will be the clitic -eš : the optimal candidate will be "filmhaš".
Agreement and *Feature Fusion in
2. Of course plural nouns like singular nouns can be definite with no overt marker too: film-ha xub budᴂnd.
Persian Verbs
Persian 
Ali rᴂf-t-eš
Ali go-past-3 rd ,sing (Ali went)
Here again more than a single optimal candidate exists, and one of them (rᴂft) has violated two realization constraints: The fact that despite of the violation of these two constraints the related forms are still grammatical, leads to the conclusion that they don't have a higher ranking in Persian.
Affix Ordering in Realization OT
In Affix ordering has been the topic of investigation in Realization OT as well.
According to Aronoff and Xu (2010: 381) one important factor in determining the order of inflectional affixes in a language is "semantic scope". They follow Rice In Persian inflected forms it is possible to have multiple affixation in a single stem.
In case of verbs for instance, the form "xor- It means that the aspect prefix scopes over the negative prefix, and will be closer to the verb stem; thus, if both of these affixes are present in the verb, the leftmost one is the negative prefix: Because it is the only possible ordering 1 . If the negative prefix is the only prefix of the verb stem, another allomorph of it will be presented which is nᴂ-. 2. "neg" stands for negation. 3. "asp" stands for aspect. 4. In informal (spoken) Persian the form "ketab-ham" is used, which is the result of vowel deletion (c.f. section 3.2).
of the two elements, and the plural suffix is always closer to the noun, the following scope constraints can be proposed:
60. Scope (number,possession)
The following tableau shows the optimal candidate with regard to the order of these two elements: 
Conclusion
In this article we investigated some aspects 
